A Method Based on Dense Trajectory for Violent Video Classification
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Abstract. At present, the internet technology develops so rapidly and the video becomes the major component of the internet traffic. The content security of massive public videos is an important factor to the social stability. Among them, violent video is an important class of unsafe videos. We proposed a novel method based on dense trajectory and extreme learning machine to recognize them. The spatial-temporal characteristics were well expressed by the use of optical flow and gradient. The experiment on the benchmark dataset named Movies indicated our proposed method had a better accuracy than the state-of-the-art methods. Our proposed method is an efficient method for violent video classification.

Introduction

In the 21st century, science and technology has a fast development. Digital camera becomes the mainstream technology to capture the realistic scenes. With the advantages of large storage capacity and rewritable memory, the applications of digital camera are so wide, such as video surveillance, webcast and video playback platform. So, the video data is increasing large and the security of the video content has been gradually paid attention.

Because of the similarity between violence and fight, the algorithms on the action recognition can give us some inspirations on violence recognition. In recent years, the trajectory feature has been paid more attention, for its reflections on the movement trends of the moving object in video and representations on the dynamic characteristics of video. At first, the extraction of trajectory features depends on tracking the interest point. For example, Messing et al. [1] using KLT tracker [2] to track Harris 3D. Sun et al. [3] extracted the trajectory feature by matching SIFT interest point in consecutive frame. Jargalsaikhan et al. [4] used local features around the trajectory to describe the characteristic. Then, Wang et al. [5] put forward a method by tracking dense sampling optical flow to extract trajectory characteristics. One year later, they proposed dense trajectory method based on motion boundary [6], which further improved the recognition accuracy. In the same years, Murthy et al. [7] proposed a more efficient algorithm to describe trajectory. This algorithm had a high efficiency in motion recognition by the means of reducing redundant information and computational burden. In the past two years, algorithms based on trajectory got a wider range of applications. Kataoka et al. [8] combined trajectory with extended co-occurrence HOG to achieve better results in fine motion recognition. Yang et al.[9] also used dense trajectory for automatic recognition of workers’ behavior.

Above all, the characteristic representation algorithm based on dense trajectory has obtained good results in action recognition. In this paper, we proposed a method by extracting the dense trajectory of gradient image’s motion boundary, and using extreme learning machine to improve the accuracy of violent video classification.

Relative Works

DT. Dense Trajectory Feature reflects the continuous changing trend of the motion field in the video. It predicts the change of the position of the sampled pixels by calculating the optical flow field.
between adjacent frames to obtain the trajectory, and then combines the local descriptors around trajectory to describe the trajectory information.

The extraction of DT feature is shown in Fig. 1. Each frame of a video is down-sampled into multi-scale images, and the optical flow field of adjacent frames is calculated at each scale. The pixel position of the next frame is predicted by the optical flow field, and so on. The changed information of different pixels on different scales is obtained. The predicted pixel position is shown in Eq. 1.

\[
P_{t+1} = (x_{t+1}, y_{t+1}) = (x_t, y_t) + \text{Flow}_{(x_t, y_t)}
\]  

Where \( P_{t+1} = (x_{t+1}, y_{t+1}) \) is the predicted position of the original position \((x_t, y_t)\) in the next frame, and \( \text{Flow} \) is the optical flow field between the two frames. It can be seen that once the optical flow filed between two frames is obtained, the position of each pixel in the video frame can be tracked. The trajectory can be expressed as \( (P_t, P_{t+1}, P_{t+2}, \ldots) \). In order to avoid the problem of position tracking drift, the length of the tracked trajectory is set as \( L \). The local descriptors HOG, HOF and MBH around the trajectory are used for the representation of the extracted trajectory as shown in Fig. 1. A spatial body with length \( L \), width \( N \) and height \( N \) is divided into \( n_s \times n_s \times n_s \) small space bodies. The HOG, HOF and MBH of the small space bodies are calculated respectively to characterize a motion trajectory by cascading them to a feature descriptor.

![Figure 1. the scheme for DT](image)

**Principle of ELM.** Extreme learning machine proposed by Huang [13,14] is a single-hidden layer feedforward neural network. It can be applied to regression and classification. Its input weight and bias can be assigned randomly, and they needn’t be adjusted during the training process. ELM only needs to train to solve the output weight of the hidden layer nodes. Moreover, the training and classification of ELM has sufficient theoretical support. Therefore, it is widely concerned by scholars in recent years.

The learning model of ELM is shown in Fig. 2. Assuming that \( X \in \mathbb{R}^d \) is the input vector, the output function of the ELM is:

\[
f(X) = \sum_{i=1}^L \beta_i h_i(X) = h(X) \beta
\]  

Where \( \beta = [\beta_1, \beta_2, \ldots, \beta_L]^T \) is the output weight of the hidden layer. \( h(X) = [h_1(X), h_2(X), \ldots, h_L(X)]^T \) is the output of the hidden layer and maps the input data from \( d \) dimension to \( L \) dimension.

Different from traditional learning algorithms, ELM requires minimizing the training error and output weight modulus. The corresponding optimization problem is as follows:

\[
\min_{\beta} L_{ELM} = \frac{1}{2} ||\beta||^2 + C \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i=1}^N \xi_i^2 \\
\text{s.t. } h(X) \beta = t_i - \xi_i, \quad i = 1, \ldots, N
\]  

With the KKT Optimization Conditions for Solving Dual Problem of Eq.3, Eq.4 is obtained:
\[ \beta = H^\dagger \left( \frac{I}{C} + HH^\top \right)^{-1} T \]  

(4)

Where \( I \) is the identity matrix, and \( T = [t_1, \ldots, t_N]^\top \). In this case, the output function of ELM can be expressed as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
    f_L(X) &= h(X)\beta \\
    &= h(X)H^\dagger \left( \frac{I}{C} + HH^\top \right)^{-1} T
\end{align*}
\]  

(5)

Proposed Method

Since the dense trajectory is the position prediction of the pixels in the interval sampling, it will contain many background trajectory traits. In order to suppress the background interference, this paper pre-processed each frame of the video by gradient. On this basis, we calculated the dense trajectory of motion boundary and achieved a good result by the means of ELM.

**Image Pre-Processing.** The judgement of violence recognition mainly comes from the movements of the human body. The motion of background caused by camera shake or other factors is easy to interfere in the extraction of the human motion information in the video. This paper proposed the gradient method to reduce the background interference and highlight the moving object edge information. The gradient processing mainly included the following steps:

1. Gamma correction method for image color space normalization;
2. Calculating the gradient amplitude of each pixel in the image.

In order to reduce the influence of local illumination, the image was compressed by Eq. 8.

\[ I(x, y) = I(x, y)^{\text{Gamma}} \]  

(6)

The gradient at position \((x, y)\) was:

\[
\begin{align*}
    G_x(x, y) &= H(x+1, y) - H(x-1, y) \\
    G_y(x, y) &= H(x, y+1) - H(x, y-1)
\end{align*}
\]  

(7)

In this paper, we used the gradient amplitude at any pixel to express the texture information of the image. The amplitude was calculated as follows:

\[ G(x, y) = \sqrt{G_x(x, y)^2 + G_y(x, y)^2} \]  

(8)

The outcomes of gradient processing are partly shown in Fig. 3.

![Result of gradient processing](image1.png)

**Dense Trajectory of Motion Boundary.** In order to extract the motion information and suppress the redundant information, this paper used optical flow to process the gradient frames. The algorithm converted the preprocessed image into the optical flow field using Horn-Schunck algorithm. The
results contained horizontal component \(v_x\) and vertical component \(v_y\). Then the gradient of each component was calculated and synthesis gradient is obtained. The gradient calculation method is the same as the preprocessing, and the optical flow field is shown in Fig. 4.

Then the dense trajectory was extracted using the method proposed by Wang et al.[5]. Finally, using Bag of Words for dimension reduction of features, each video could be represented by a compact vector.

**Training for Classification.** We used the feature vector of each training video as the row vector of input matrix. Assuming there are \(N\) training videos and the feature dimension is \(M\), we obtained a matrix with dimension \(N \times M\). Using this matrix as the input of the ELM and the corresponding label as the output; we trained the output weight matrix of the hidden layer and obtained a classifier for violent video with fixed output layer parameters.

**Experiment**

In this paper, the feature extraction and classification model training were implemented on the Windows operating system. The feature extraction was implemented on the visual studio 2010 based on opencv2.4.9 library. The feature dimension reduction and classification were implemented on the matlab2014.

The benchmark dataset is the public dataset Movies [10]. Movies contain 200 video clips, of which 100 violent video clips were taken from action movies, and 100 non-violent video clips were collected from the action recognition public datasets. The violent and non-violent labels were labeled artificially. Partial frame taken from a dataset is shown in Fig. 5, where the first row is violent frames and the second row is non-violent frames.

![Fig. 5 Movies dataset](image)

The main parameters involved in this experiment were set as shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gamma</td>
<td>1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sampling interval</td>
<td>5[pixel]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trajectory length</td>
<td>15[frame]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(n_p)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(n_c)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D (BoW)</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After extracting the features from the dataset using the parameters in Table 1, each video was presented by a 250-dimention vector. Subsequently, the result in this paper compared with the conventional method is recorded in Table 2 and Table 3, respectively. Among them, Table 2 is the comparison with 5-fold cross validation experiment. Table 3 is the comparison with 10-fold cross validation experiment.
Table 2 comparison of 5-flod cross validation results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Recognition accuracy [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HOG+SVM(HIK)[12]</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOF+SVM(HIK)[12]</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MoSIFT + BoW+SVM[12]</td>
<td>89.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed method</td>
<td>99.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 comparison of 10-flod cross validation results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Recognition accuracy [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HOG[13]</td>
<td>SVM 82.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adaboost 74.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOF[13]</td>
<td>SVM 84.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adaboost 86.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MoSIFT[13]</td>
<td>SVM 85.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adaboost 98.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed method</td>
<td>99.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is easy to see from the above table that the method in this paper obtains the highest recognition accuracy on the test data set compared with the state of art methods, and the effect is far superior to the algorithm of using HOF and HOG as feature descriptors. It is because HOG only describes the texture information of the human body or object in the video, but lacks the dynamic information of them. Although HOF describes the temporal dynamic information in the video, it is relatively lack of spatial shape information and is susceptible to camera shake. From the experiment results, it can be seen that the MoSIFT feature combines the static feature points with the dynamic trajectory characteristics, and obtains higher recognition accuracy than the HOF and HOG methods. The algorithm proposed in this paper considers the spatial and temporal characteristics of video and combines the gradient feature with the optical flow characteristics. It suppresses the redundant information and highlights the temporal and spatial dynamic characteristics of video. The continuous change trajectory of the sampling point is the characteristic description unit of the video, which expresses the content of video well. ELM has an open library and doesn’t require initialization. The operation is very simple and practical. In the last, the experiment achieves better classification accuracy than the current methods.

To sum up, the proposed algorithm highlights the temporal and spatial dynamic information of video, minimizes the interference of useless information and uses fast and effective ELM model to do classification. It is an effective algorithm for violent video classification.

Conclusions

This paper gets an idea from the field of action recognition on the basis of the characteristics in the violent video content. First, the video is pre-processed using gradient calculation. Then the movement of texture information is calculated. The HOG, HOF and MBH traits in the neighborhood are used to describe the trajectory, and then the BOW model is used to dimension reduction of massive features. Therefore, one compact feature is used for representing each video. Finally, the video features are classified by ELM and the higher classification rate of violent video is obtained. In this paper, we propose a new method to classify the violent video, but there are still many areas to improve. The calculation of the dense trajectory is very expensive. So how to speed up the trajectory extraction and reduce the computational burden is the focus of the next step.
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